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Abstract

With the recent popularity of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), instructors of these courses
now face the problem of having to choose from among the hundreds of posts from forums of their
courses, who need more immediate response. In this thesis we use techniques from the elds of
Sentiment Analysis and Natural Language Processing to classify / extract information from these
posts, with the future goal of contributing to this choice. In a rst study, we developed a classication
model that allows us to identify whether a message belongs to an instructor or student. The best
F-measure (F1) results (80.76 % for student category and 80.38 % for instructor category) were
obtained using unigrams as features and having used a stemmer on the posts. The second study aimed
at implementing a classier that detects the polarity of a post based on the polarity of their terms,
as dened in SenticNet lexicon. The best F-measure (F1) results were 74.6 % in the identication of
positive terms beating the results of SentiStrength, and 38.3 % in the identication of negative terms.
Finally, a third study identied the most frequently used expressions by instructors and students as
well as the most common terms to the dierent and specic courses. We concluded that there are in
fact specic expressions that could help in the identication of students and instructors as well as for
the dierent courses.
Keywords: MOOCs, student, instructor, polarity, discussion forums, posts, sentiment.

1. Introduction

such as the detection of written students' emotional

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are an in

expressions.

expansion web-based resource for e-learning that of-

In this work we are going to analyze discussion

fer students the possibility of distance education.

forums of Coursera courses to determine, based on

These courses are usually free and oer the opportu-

the posts of instructors and students in a training

nity of proper education to people, only requiring a

set, which features oer better results in the classi-

computer and an internet connection. There are nu-

cation of posts' authors referring to instructors and

merous companies that provide MOOCs. Amongst
the most notorious: Coursera.org

students. These forums were used as corpora during

1 and edX2 . These

the development of this thesis and were kindly pro-

courses, like traditional classes, comprise several as-

vided by Lorenzo Rossi, [14]. The purpose of this

pects of presential learning where students can at-

study, is to establish, based on our dataset that

tend and participate in dierent classes.

already include this type of information, a start-

One of the most important features in MOOCs
are the discussion forums.

ing point and useful knowledge for helping future

These forums are the

works where this kind of information may be lack-

only way that students have to interact with the

ing. Then, we will propose an approach to evaluate

instructors, allowing them to submit their work and

the polarities of these posts, making it possible to

share their knowledge and doubts, not only with

instructors identify which posts are most likely to

instructors but also with others students, forming

contain doubts or dissatisfaction by students. Also,

what we can call an online community.

we will identify in all courses which students' ex-

Due to the large amount of participants in these

pressions are the most commonly used.

courses, these forums tend to have large amounts of

In this thesis we discuss topics of dierent study

posts and threads making the instructors' job very
dicult in terms of data analysis.

Natural Language Processing
(NLP) to address text processing techniques to assess the written posts of students, and Opinion
Mining/Sentiment Analysis to determine the

elds, such as

Thus, we will

work on some tasks that could assist the instructors,

1 https://www.coursera.org/
2 https://www.edx.org/

emotion polarities and the aect these words and

1

expressions infer. These assignments will have the

most common used concepts associated with po-

assistance of useful resources such lexicons that will

larities, and their respective scores regarding the

provide the polarities and scores for the classica-

strength of its positivity and negativity.

tion process.

trast with SentiWordNet it does not contain words

In con-

This document is organized as follows: In Section

with neutral polarity being them eliminated when

2 we present the dataset we will use and the related

their scores are neutral. Also, it takes into account

work. In Section 3 we specify the methodology for

not only polarities at a syntactical level but also in

training a classier to distinguish the post authors

a semantic level being able to attribute polarities at

in a dataset.

concepts such `accomplish goal' or `bad feeling'.

The task of developing a methodol-

ogy for polarity assessment in students posts are
explained in Section 4. In Section 5 a study of the

2.5. AFINN

most common expressions used in MOOCs is made.

The AFINN, Nielsen [11], is an aective lexicon la-

Finally, in Chapter 6, we present a conclusion and

beled by Finn Arup Nielsen containing a list of 2477

a starting point for future work.

English words and phrases along with its valence
from a range between -5 and 5, with the particular-

2. Related Word Used
2.1. Coursera Discussion Forums

ity of including obscene words.
This lexicon has the particularity of taking into

For this work a dataset containing threads from
forums of 60 dierent courses of Coursera
thoughtfully

facilitated

by

Lorenzo

Rossi

consideration Internet slang acronyms, like LOL",

3 was

WTF" or LMAO" which are also scored regard-

who

ing its sentiment strength and can be useful when

worked on it for a paper, Rossi and Gnawali [14].

working with short informal texts like microblogs

For his paper, the author studied these forums

or forums.

and captured data that gives insight about the ba-

This lexicon started with a version of 1468 dif-

sic data of the courses (name, id, duration, number of users and threads,

ferent words (AFINN-96) and then updated to a

etc); threads and subfo-

version containing 2477 words (AFINN-111).

rums (course and thread ids, name of the forums,

2.6. SentiStrength

etc); and data about the posts (posts, threads and
courses ids, the author and their type, number of
votes,

SentiStrength (Thelwall et al. [16]) is an algorithm

etc).

developed for sentiment detection focused in user
behavior.

2.2. EmotiWorld

4 is a lexicon conceived only with

EmotiWorld
emoticons.

cyberspace.

Usually each emoticon represents an

tive emotions and [1,5] for the positive ones, dier-

ters and symbols, like punctuation, to draw in most

ing from other dierent sentiment detection algo-

cases, a representation of a facial expression, like a

rithms by mixing both positive and negative emo-

or a grin (:D). EmotiWorld contains a

tions. In this way a written text can possess both

database with emoticons to express and represent

positive and negative scores which according to a

states such as happiness, sadness, surprise, confusion among others.

psychological study it is how we process emotions.

In discussions forums these

This algorithm started to be developed explor-

emoticons are largely used and to address them the

ing a corpus of from 2600 MySpace comments and

EmotiWorld could be useful.

resorts to a machine learning approach to enhance

2.3. SentiWordNet

the sentiment weights of the terms.

In their work Esuli and Sebastiani [5] describe an-

2.7. The Diculties of Sentiment Classication and Possible Solutions

other resource for opinion mining, named SentiWordNet.

The SentiStrength predicts the senti-

ment strength of texts in a range of [-5,-1] for nega-

emotion state and consist in using several charac-

smile (:))

It extracts the sentiment strength from

English texts contemplating the spelling styles of

SentiWordNet also makes use of the

This study addressed the potential problems that

WordNet synsets and allocate to each of their terms,

a general purpose tool could face and a set of al-

one of three possible labels: objective, positive or

ternatives were discussed.

negative. Also it quanties the association of these

One of the problems is

the erroneous attribution of polarity to emotional

labels with the synsets through a numerical score

expressions. There are several situations where this

ranged between 0.0 and 1.0.

problem can be found, such as negation, common

2.4. SenticNet

sense, points of view,

etc.

For this research, the

datasets from SemEval-07 aective task with 1000

SenticNet developed by Cambria et al. [1] is a pub-

utterances and SemEval-13, containing 7500 utter-

lic available opinion mining resource containing the

ances, were employed.

3 https://www.coursera.org/
4 http://en.emotiworld.com/

Denis et al. [3] revised some works and approaches to respond the complexity of these prob-

2

lems, such as: the use of machine learning with an

ation with positive (or negative) sentiments. Also,

unsupervised approach which used Pointwise Mu-

dierent pairs of unigrams, bi-grams, and a combi-

tual Information (PMI) to assess the dierences

nation of both were generated and some punctua-

in the valence of words in reviews; the use of an-

tion removed. The second lexicon was created using

notations to label reviews to train classiers such

the same methodology but dedicated to sentiment

as Support Vector Machine (SVM); and the study

emoticons instead of hashtags.

of Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Nakagawa

SVM was applied for sentiment detection in mes-

et al. [10]) and autoencoders (learning networks

sages. The tweets were normalized, tokenized and

that transform eciently inputs into outputs with

Part of Speech (POS) tagged. Each tweet had a fea-

the least possible amount of distortion Rumelhart

ture vector containing the features: word n-grams

et al. [15]), to assess sentimental analysis.

and character n-grams, the number of words writ-

Also, this general purpose tool took into consid-

ten all in caps, the number of ocurrences of each

eration three other dierent problems: domain de-

POS tag, the number of hashtags, lexicons, punc-

pendence, interoperability and multilinguality.

tuation, emoticons, elongated words, clusters and
negations.

The rst problem refers to the use of supervised
machine learning and its dependence to the avail-

SVM was also used with a linear kernel for the

able training sets. To solve this problem, the most

automatic sentiment detection of terms in a mes-

appropriate approaches are the semi-supervised and

sage, and the features applied in this classication

unsupervised machine learning, and hybrid meth-

were: word and character n-grams, elongated words

ods.

The interoperability problem is related with

and punctuation if were present, emoticons, upper

the lack of consensus in emotional representation.

case, stopwords, lenghts, negation, position of the

W3C

term (beggining, end, or another position), senti-

resentations, the EmotionML. The problem of the

ment lexicons, term splitting, and others (if a term

multilinguality is that most of the works and devel-

contained an user name or an URL).

5 proposed a recommendation for these rep-

opments are made only for the English language. To

For evaluation purposes, the classiers were ap-

assess this problem dierent researches have been

plied to training, development and testing sets and

made using, for example, translated lexicons or the

measured by F-score, obtaining the results of 69.02

use of training classiers in translated corpora.

and 88.93 in the message-level and term-level tasks,

2.8. Sentiment Classication Algorithm

respectively.

Mohammad et al. [9] developed two classiers to de-

3. Distinguishing Students' from Instructors' Posts in Education Forums

tect emotions on both message-level and term-level

We adopted the dataset specied in Section 1.2 as

tasks. Two SVM for sentiment detection (positive,

the primary source of information containing all the

negative or neutral) were created, one for tweets and

posts used in the implementation and development

Short Message Service (SMS) and other for terms

of our tasks. We conducted a series of preprocessing

within a message.

For this research, two lexicons

tasks to format these data onto a set of posts proper

were developed as well as semantic and sentimental

to use, where in each line of a text le we have 

features. The results of the algorithms were good,

AuthorType: Post.

being ranked in rst on both classiers.

3.1. Architecture

In SemEval-2013, a team (NRC-Canada) formed by

For this competition two datasets were provided

For this task, the goal was to determine, based on

by the organization, one for tweets with labels re-

the dataset containing the posts and respective au-

garding the sentiment and divided in sets for train-

thors, the best way to classify the data by identi-

ing, development and testing, and one for SMS

fying the author (student or instructor) of a post

where the total of messages were used for testing

through its terms.

(no training or developments sets used).
Sentiment lexicons were created using other es-

a set of features.

tablished lexicons like NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mo-

In order to reach the best outcome possible and

hammad and Turney [7], Mohammad and Yang [8]),
Multi-Perspective

Question

Answering

After the pre-processed phase,

the data was classied using a classier along with

optimize the capture of expressions that would in-

(MPQA)

dicate if a post belong to an instructor or a stu-

Lexicon (Wilson et al. [17]) and Bing Liu Lexicon

dent, the dataset was subjected to other dierent

(Hu and Liu [6]). The add-ons made to these new

approaches, such as the removal of stopwords and

lexicon included hashtag sentiment polarity detec-

the use of stems, to assess which of these experi-

tion, being the hashtags from tweets extracted and

ences could oer better results on identifying au-

analyzed. The previous mentioned PMI was used to

thored expressions.

calculate the score of a term regarding their associ-

The introduction of a stemmer was employed in

5 http://www.w3.org/

the original dataset to allow the capture of more

3

terms and expressions reducing all terms to its root

dently.

form and thus expand the number of equal terms

orly for dierent training sets:

and expressions that before were written in dierent

words (words that are normally used as connectors

verbal forms.

and are generally the most common words in a lan-

These experiments were repeated posterione without stop-

guage) and other only using the stems of the posts.

All posts have their category recognized by the
classier which then, according with a set of fea-

3.3. Results

tures applied on the posts, determine to which class

The dataset and both experiments of removing

the post belong according to its terms and the re-

stopwords and employing a stemmer to the original

sulting measures from this classication.

dataset were evaluated and ran with the classier to

3.2. Development

estimate which features would be best employed to
have the better accuracy and F-measure values. As

After cleaning the data, an excerpt of the dataset

for the F-measure, the values of precision and re-

was randomly selected as training set containing

call were calculated, using both categories Instruc-

10,000 posts, 5,000 from each author type.

tor and Student as the expecting value.

A SVM Machine Learning classier with a linear
kernel type was chosen.

The choice of this classi-

er was made after the study of some papers (i.e.

Table 1: Results of the classication on dataset con-

section 2.8) related with this area of specialization,

sidering Instructor as expected category.

concluding that this type of classier was majority

Ngrams

U

considered and used in those works.

Precision

Recall

79.88

78.51

F-Measure

79.16

This type of classier was implemented in the

B

75.29

69.11

72.04

TalKit (Dias [4]), which we used and modied in

T

73.64

57.53

64.55

order to satisfy our requirements.

In the TalKit

U + B

80.56

77.69

79.09

classier, in order to determine the class or cate-

U + T

80.18

77.57

78.84

B + T

71.25

74.92

73.28

U + B + T

80.16

77.66

78.88

gory of a post between two possible classes â

In-

structor or Student, a modication was performed
consisting in the conversion of the format of how
the corpus would be represented, transforming it to

An accuracy of 75.94% was reached (Table 1),

the format: category : post".

and the features that showed better F-Measure

For evaluation purposes, the TalKit classier al-

value was the feature unigrams with the highest

lows to evaluate our dataset using a k-fold cross-

score with 79.16%.

validation technique, and in addition to the accuracy measure that it had already implemented and
was able to calculate, we added the possibility to

Table 2: Results of the classication on dataset con-

estimate the precision, recall and F-measure scores

sidering Student as expected category.
Ngrams

for a more complete evaluation setup in our project.

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

These measures are usually used in Information Re-

U

79.54

80.39

79.94

trieval and Text Classication as referred by Rijs-

B

72.02

75.48

73.65

bergen [13]. Furthermore, a status of how the post

T

65.46

79.36

71.73

were being classied was added, showing if a post

U + B

78

78.7

79.2

was correctly being classied or not.

U + T

78.51

81.06

79.75

B + T

74.5

71.83

73.12

U + B + T

77.89

80.22

79.03

With

the

classier

and

evaluation

code

ap-

propriately modied, some classication features
that were already implemented were used, consisting in dierent ngrams combinations and sizes,

The feature who showed a higher value in F-

in order to verify which oered better results.

Measure (Table 2) was the unigrams with a score of

The

79.94%, and the accuracy of this classication was

following

set

of

features

was

used:

Uni-

grams (U), Bigrams (B), Trigrams (T) (Figure
3.20);

76.04%.

and all combinations of those, including:

Unigrams+Bigrams

(U+B),

In the experience where the classier received

Unigrams+Trigrams

as corpora the original dataset without their stop-

(U+T), Bigrams+Trigrams (B+T) and nally Un-

words, and when the category Instructor is evalu-

igrams+Bigrams+Trigrams (U+B+T).

ated (Table 3), the feature that provided the high-

For the evaluation of the models, both 10-fold

est F-measures results with a value of 79.51% was

cross-validation and the added measures precision,

the combination of features unigrams and bigrams.

recall, accuracy and F-measure were used.

These

When the evaluation category was Student (Table

measures were calculated using as expected cate-

4), the highest score of F-Measure belong to the fea-

gory the Instructors and Students posts indepen-

ture where it was combined unigrams and bigrams

4

Table 3:

mer to all terms of the posts, and when evaluating

Results of the classication on dataset

the category Instructor (Table 5), it scored an ac-

without stopwords considering Instructor as ex-

curacy of 76.63%. The resulting values of the use of

pected category.
Ngrams

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

U

79.49

78.28

78.87

B

75.03

66.99

70.76

T

81.66

35.2

49.18

81

78.12

79.51

U + T

80.63

77.46

78.99

B + T

75.13

67.17

70.79

U + B + T

80.66

77.09

78.82

U+B

the classier demonstrate that when applied the unigrams feature it provided a better f-measure result
with a value of 80.76%. For the same dataset but a
classication where the evaluated category was Student (Table 6), the accuracy of the classication was
76.55%, and the feature that showed higher score
were also the unigrams with an f-measure value of
80.38%.

4. Polarity assessment in students posts
4.1. Architecture

Results of the classication on dataset

The objective with the development of this task was

without stopwords considering Student as expected

to oer instructors the possibility of determining

category.

in an easier way, the polarity and valence of the

Table 4:

Ngrams

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

students' posts in order to determine which need to

U

78.78

80.16

79.44

be aided and which show satisfaction in their posts.

B

70.43

78.39

74.17

In order to detect the sentiment expressed in stu-

T

59.01

91.8

71.83

78.63

81.65

80.1

dents' posts, the lexicon SenticNet was exploited,

U + T

78.34

81.06

79.65

pressions was extracted along with the respective

B + T

69.84

78.01

73.68

polarities, to be crossed with the same terms and

U + B + T

78.17

81.02

79.54

U+B

and the information containing the terms and ex-

expressions found in the posts.

These posts were

subjected to a set of experiments to assess if it
would be possible to capture more terms and ex-

with a value of 80.1%. Regarding the accuracies of

pressions due to some verbal conjugations or some

these classications, when the evaluation category

expressions where its stopwords were ignored.
The introduction of a stemmer in the original

was set to Instructor, it scored 75.15%, and a value

dataset as an experiment was considered due to the

of 75.2% when its category was Student.

fact that a large number of terms and expressions
raised by students were not always in the same verb

Table 5: Results of the classication on dataset only

form and therefore wasn't always contemplated by

using stems, with Instructor as expected category.
Ngrams

the lexicon even though they have the same sen-

Precision

Recall

81.11

80.46

80.76

timental value.

B

74.91

72.25

73.5

all terms and expressions to be possible to take the

T

73.71

60.23

66.27

greatest number of occurrences of these and thus

U + B

79.81

78.35

79.05

obtain a more accurate classication.

U + T

80.53

77.95

79.2

The nal polarity of each post were then calcu-

B + T

73.18

75.5

74.3

lated through the arithmetic mean of its terms' po-

U + B + T

80.36

78.5

79.26

larities, which was considered more suitable for this

U

F-Measure

The application of a stemmer in

both the lexicon and the posts allows to normalize

classication instead of summing all terms' polarities, as it takes into consideration the number of
terms of the post present in the lexicon and thus

Table 6: Results of the classication on dataset only

granting that smaller posts with fewer terms could

using stems with Student as expected category.
Ngrams

be evenly weighted.

Precision

Recall

80.24

80.55

80.38

B

73.13

76.57

74.56

T

66.33

78.55

71.88

U + B

78.65

81.04

79.82

U + T

79.05

81.06

80

same process, another functionality was created to

B + T

74.58

71.77

73.13

be deployed in other projects, that instead of oer-

U + B + T

78.65

80.65

79.62

ing a set of posts, it allows the classication of a

U

F-Measure

Finally, the posts are presented to the instructor with the possibility of showing only the posts
whose polarity value is lower than zero, due to be
considered as those with highest priority.
In addition to this classier, and based in the

single sentence along with the lexicon that we want
Regarding the approach where we applied a stem-

to consider and apply to classify it. This functional-

5

ity was developed to oer other projects of Question

After the matching, to prevent the classier to

and Answer (Q&A) a resource to evaluate submit-

consider both the term and expression that con-

ted questions with their sentiment polarity.

tains the same term, for example, that both of the
terms angry" and get angry" were considered and

4.2. Development and Evaluation Setup

added to the post, was used a function to remove

For the development of this task, we studied the

the words that were a substring of another, and thus

SenticNet lexicon to determine what would be nec-

the concept angry" was not added to the list.

essary and useful for the implementation of our

Upon all the populated structures, for each set

task. In SenticNet all concepts have associated a set

of terms of a post, their polarities were summed

of values referring the degree of pleasantness, atten-

in order to calculate the polarity of the post and

tion, sensitivity, aptitude, polarity and also synsets

fractioned with the number of terms to achieve an

(set of synonyms) with all their related terms also

arithmetic mean.

present in the lexicon.

For the terms that started with the word

not its

Taking this into account, the next step was to

value was multiplied with -1 to invert its value. The

format the SenticNet lexicon into a text le with

same treatment has been made for the adverbs men-

its concepts along with their respective polarities.

tioned above. The terms that contained one of the
positive adverbs were multiplied by 1.25, while the

The classier begun to be developed by creating

negative adverbs (few and

the structures for our data. The SenticNet concepts

less ) by 0.75.

were then saved in a hash map containing the con-

To complete the task, we implemented a noti-

cepts and its values, as well as the posts that were

cation method, to only consider the negative posts.

also saved in a hash map alongside with an id to

The nal results are shown in a format  Polarity:

identify them.

<polarity> -> Post: <post>.

After the posts and concepts properly added to

Finally, an evaluation class to estimate the scores

the structures, lists of terms began to be populated.

of precision, recall, accuracy and f-measure of our

It started reading each line of the posts le at a time

classier when ranking the posts using a specic

and for each line, all the terminations n't" for the

lexicon was built.

word not" were replaced in order to capture and

In order for our classier to work with other sets

invert the polarity of the concepts that follows it.

of posts and languages, we had the attention of giv-

Student: or Instructor:

ing les as parameters to our classier. These les

was removed as well as the punctuation marks, .",

contain all of the exterior information, such as the

;" and ,". Finally, the ?" and !" symbols was also

lexicons and the posts le, to be received as input

separated from the words by a whitespace character

so our classier could be used and extended to work

to be possible the inclusion of these words on our

with a widely set of corpora.

The category of each post 

search. Also, all words were posteriorly formatted
to lower case so they could be treated and classied

4.3. Evaluation Setup

equally.

To create a reference to classify this project, a set of

In order to improve the accuracy in weighting

data containing 100 students' posts was annotated,

some expressions not considered in the lexicon, a

which was randomly selected from the completed

set of adverbs was used.

dataset.

If the word immediately

before the term is one of these adverbs, the polarity

These posts were then classied by 2 annotators,

value of the term would be emphasized or depreci-

which categorized them by being positive, neutral

ated depending on the adverb found. These adverbs

or negative.

not,

After rating these posts, a concordance of 56.1%

but instead of reversing the polarity of the term,

between both annotators was reached using an

its polarity was increased or diminished.

inter-annotating

were treated like the already mentioned word

Among

agreement

and

determining

as

quite, very,

measure the Cohen's kappa values Cohen [2]. This

more and several while the negative adverbs were
the words few and less.

value can be explained by the high level of disagree-

these adverbs, the positive ones were

ment in neutral posts due to their ambiguity.

With the sentences formatted, each word was

The sentence polarity dataset v1.0 of Pang and

crossed with all concepts of the lexicon taking

Lee [12] was also used as reference to test our clas-

into consideration previous and posterior words and

sier. In this dataset, 5,331 sentences are classied

thereby allow the capture of expressions. For exam-

as being positive or negative.

ple, both terms get angry" and angry" are present

Other reference we used, to evaluate our classier

in the lexicon, so we needed to consider that when

rating texts out of the MOOCs scope, was the Spe-

get" appeared before the term angry" the concept

Dial results on a set of movie texts. The SpeDial

to be selected would be get angry" instead of an-

is a Spoken Dialogue System that have the ability

gry".

to perform aective modeling of spoken dialogue.
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It is a dataset containing 3826 rated texts that we

Table 9: Results of the SentiStrength algorithm on

used as reference, and compared with the results

dierent experiences when expecting a positive re-

achieved by our classier.

sult. SW  stopwords, St  stems

Our classier was also used and evaluated using a dierent lexicon, the AFINN lexicon (section
2.5), and the SentiWordNet lexicon (section 2.3)

Ngrams

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

SStrength (SS)

70

40.38

45

70.97

42.31

46

51.22

62.96

32.69

42

43.04

SS w/o SW

was studied to infer how it could be used and ap-

SS w/St

plied.

53.01

In order to determine the best classier in measuring the polarity strengths of posts, the performance of this classier was compared with the sen-

Table 10:

timent analysis tool SentiStrength (Section 2.6) to

on dierent experiences when expecting a negative

assess which one would oer better results.

result. SW  stopwords, St  stems

4.4. Results
Table 7:

Results of the SentiStrength algorithm

Ngrams

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

SS

45

34.62

45

34.62

46

39.13

47.37
42.11

30.77

42

35.56

SS w/o SW
SS w/St

Results of the classication on dierent

40

experiences when expecting a positive result. SW 
stopwords, St  stems
Lexicon

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

SenticNet (SN)

63.49

76.92

59

69.57

After evaluating our classier and comparing it

SN w/o SW

64.06

78.85

60

70.69

with other sentiment detection algorithm, our clas-

SN w/St

a negative result (Table 10).

63.51

90.38

62

AFINN (AF)

72.72

46.15

51

74.6

56.47

main of MOOCs to assess their performance. For

AF w/o SW

72.72

46.15

51

56.47

this last experiment, we recurred to a set of texts

AF w/o St

74.42

61.54

57

67.37

used and already evaluated and scored by the Spe-

sier was subjected to other dataset out of the do-

dial project and compared their results with the
results achieved with our classication (Table 11).
Table 8:

Results of the classication on dierent

experiences when expecting a negative result. SW

Table 11: Results of our classier when compared

 stopwords, St  stems
Ngrams

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

SN

40.91

34.62

59

37.5

SN w/o SW

42.86

34.62

60

44.44

30.77

62

38.3

52.63

38.46

51

55.56

38.46

51

55.56

38.46

57

SN w/St
AF

AF w/o SW
AF w/St

with the Spedial project scores.
Expected Result

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

Positive

46.16

65.1

45.27

54.02

Negative

82.42

29.93

45.27

43.92

36.36
44.44

45.45
45.45

This experiment showed that our classier had
an accuracy of 45.27% when estimating the sentiment strength of the texts used in Spedial, and that
their performance was higher when evaluating the

The results of this evaluation showed that our

positive results showing a score of 54.02%

classier was more accurate when employing the

Regarding the results of our classier when eval-

lexicon SenticNet with stems with an accuracy score

uating the sentences from the Pang&Lee dataset

of 62%, and when the expected result was the posi-

(Table 12), we concluded that our classier perform

tive one it also showed the best score in calculating

better when classifying positive texts, showing an

the f-measure with a value of 74.6% (Table 7). Re-

accuracy of 84.51% and f-measure score of 91.61%,

garding the estimation of the f-measure when the

than when classifying negative texts, which scored

negative result was expected (Table 8), the lexicon

an accuracy of 26.82% and f-measure of 42.3%.

AFINN without stopwords and with stems had the
same highest result of 45.45%.
According to the SentiStrength algorithm, the ex-

Table 12: Results of our classier when compared

periment that oered the best results when compar-

with the Pang&Lee sentences dataset scores.

ing their evaluation with the data annotated was
the approach where we removed the stopwords from
the original dataset reaching an accuracy of 46%
and an f-measure of 53.01% when expecting a positive result (Table 9) and 40% when evaluating for
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Expected Result

Pre

Rec

Acc

F-M

Positive

100.0

84.52

84.51

91.61

Negative

100.0

26.82

26.82

42.3

5. Most common
MOOCs
The kfNgrams

expressions

used

in

Regarding the students posts, we found that the
most common used expressions consisted in posts

6 is a free-software for linguistic re-

where students present themselves or state their in-

search that through a text le given as input deter-

experience taking online courses, at least in Cours-

mines the most frequent n-grams.

era, (hello(hi) everyone my name is", nice to meet

In Table 13 we present the expressions regarding

you all", this is my rst course(coursera)"), in ex-

the kfNgrams results, which allowed us to assess

pressions where they are grateful for the assistance

which expressions were used with higher frequency

provided (thank you very(so) much for"), and ex-

by both students and instructors, being identied

pressions where they give their personal opinion

by their author type. For this study, we used the

about an occurrence (it seems to me that"). Other

complete pre-processed dataset containing all posts

expressions were often found, suggesting their apti-

from all courses, and divided it in two parts, one

tude for helping other students, giving them indica-

containing only the posts from students and other

tions as those given by the instructors (at the end

only with instructors' posts.

of the", there are a lot of").

For this study, we used 5-grams to nd the most

Other highly used expressions were found, but

common expressions due to the presence of stop-

due to their presence in only a short sequence of

words in these sentences, which although does not

posts, showing that these expressions were largely

directly provide any utility, when used as connec-

used in just one specic course, such as brought

tors can interfere with the construction of dierent

out the best in" which are presented in a course of

expressions, and their absence could interfere with

leadership or the sentence use this thread to ask

the intention of some expressions, on the other hand

help and clarication about Question X, for your

the use of less n-grams could not be enough to cap-

convenience here's the text of the question:" which

ture relevant expressions.

is a pre-made sentence made by the instructors of
the course useful genetics".
These expressions, led us to study and discover

Table 13: The most common expressions belonging

the vocabulary used in the courses to determine the

to instructors and students when searching with 5-

most common and specic terms for each available

grams.

course in our dataset. Unlike the features used in

you should be able"

the previous table where we made our search us-

at the end of the"

ing 5-grams to nd expressions, for this experience

take a look at the"
Instructors

we will only use unigrams due to the fact that we

you will be able to"

only want the most common and specic terms and

at the top of the"

we will also exclude stopwords and words that we

let us know if you"

nd transversal to all courses. An excerpt of these

thank you for your feedback"

results are shown in Table 14.

at the end of the"

Students

this is my rst course(coursera)"

6. Conclusions and Future Work

hello(hi) everyone my name is"

MOOCs are a recent and currently in expansion

it seems to me that"

learning tool that allow individuals to enroll in on-

thank you very (so) much for"

line courses and receive proper education about sev-

there are a lot of"

eral and dierent study domains. Due to its growth,

nice to meet you all"

the forums of these courses usually have thousands
of posts making it dicult for instructors to assess
students and evaluate them consistently.

The analysis of the results allowed to conclude

To

that most of the expressions used by instructors are
those which they give indications about something

the

large

quantity

of

posts

these

of classication and a sentiment polarity classier in

that was asked (at the end of the", at the top of

order to give instructors useful information regard-

the", take a look at the"), showing their ability
to answer students' questions and doubts.

answer

courses usually have, this thesis proposed a model

ing the posts. A study was also made, to determine

Also,

the most frequent and common expressions in stu-

expressions of encouragement (you should be able

dents' and instructors' posts, and in specic areas

to") and promotion of participation (let us know if

of learning.

you") were found, suggesting their active presence

The model of classication aimed at the auto-

in the forums and their will to address any students

matic identication of the authors of the posts of

doubts, as well as sentences expressing gratitude

the forums courses. For this task, we used the clas-

about something that was suggested or criticized in

sier developed in TalKit alongside a set of features

order to improve it (thank you for your feedback").

to classify each post of our dataset. For this classi-

6 http://kwicnder.com/kfNgram/kfNgramHelp.html

cation process the features used were the ngrams,

8

its results compared with other sentiment detection

Table 14: The most common expressions belonging

algorithm, the SentiStrength.

to instructors and students when searching with 5grams.

Courses

With this task, we concluded that our classier showed better results when evaluating positive

Frequent terms

posts, and with the use of stems, which can be ex-

price"

plained by the English language does not use its

risk"
Asset Pricing

verbs and terms in their root form when estab-

asset"

lishing a conversation and that the negative senti-

market"

ments written by the students are usually expressed

value"

through expressions dicult to capture in auto-

climate"

matic classication, such as irony or sarcasm or

change"
Climate Literacy

other dicult of capture expressions.

people"

To improve the results of our methodologies, fu-

energy"

ture work can be conducted in order to improve our

carbon"

classier estimating the valence and polarity of the

city(ies)"

posts.

urban"
Designing Cities

design"

type of lexicons, namely the SentiWordNet (Section

planning"

2.1.8) which dierentiates the polarity strengths of

maps"

the terms according its POS.

player"

Other future work that can be done is an exten-

strategy"
Game Theory

sive process of annotation, that would allow to cap-

game"

ture dicult expressions to answer in an automatic

payo"

form, such as sarcasm, irony, or even frustration and

equilibrium"

boredom.

music"

These expressions are frequently used

when expressing negative emotions and a method

rock"
History of Rock

One of these tasks could be the adoption

of POS tagging to allow the introductions of other

to identify them would greatly improve this task.

Beatles"

Also, punctuation marks can be useful when clas-

song(s)"

sifying students' posts.

love"

The use of exclamation

mark can be used to increment the strength of a
sentence as the interrogation mark used to discover
questions from students.

namely unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and combina-

Regarding the method used to calculate the sen-

tions between them. Also, these features were ex-

timent polarity of a post, other measures such as

tracted from dierent experiments that were made

the consideration of the dominant emotions of the

to the dataset, one where the stopwords of each post

posts should be taken into account.

were removed, and other where a stemmer was em-
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